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 Whose fate was determined by a Diet of Worms?

 In medieval France, what was a woman who had committed adultery
sometimes required to do by way of punishment?

 The nursery rhyme 'Ring a Ring o' Roses' refers to which historic event?

 What trait distinguished Queen Mary, consort of King George V of Great Britain?

 Why was King Charles VI of France terrified of travelling by Coach?

 True or False? The American Civil War got its name because the two sides
were extremely polite to each other?

 In the Defenestration of Prague in 1618, what were people thrown out of?

 Of which US President did HL Mencken say 'If he became convinced tomorrow that coming out for cannibalism would get
him the votes he sorely needs, he would begin fattening a missionary in theWhite House backyard comeWednesday'?

 What did Mad King Otto of Bavaria like to shoot every morning before
breakfast?

 Whom did the Roman Emperor Caligula try to make a consul, to the
surprise of many?
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The Animal Kingdom

 Which wild dog of Central and North America is also known as a prairie wolf?

 Which large American frog can jump up to 6 feet?

 Which large water bird has a pouch underneath its long bill in which it stores fish?

 The Sea Elephant is the largest of what type of creature?

 The peregrine is a type of which bird?

 What bird is a merganser a type of?

 What are Salmon called during the first two years of their life?

 What are the main respiratory organs of fishes and many aquatic animals?

 What type of creature is a Portuguese man-of-war?

 Which nocturnal beetle is also known as the 'glow-worm' or 'lightning bug'?
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 What is a male witch called?

 Which English cricket county's badge features three pears?

 If you are Ergophobic, what are you afraid of?

 What, in sporting terms does WSM stand for?

 Which pier features in a George Orwell book title?

 What is the ridge between the shoulder blades of a horse called?

 Where in London is Poets Corner?

 On which day of the week did Solomon Grundy get married?

 Which ex-wife of a President was sentenced to jail in 2003?

 What is the connection between all of the answers in this round?
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 The former army drill instructor R. Lee Ermey played Gunnery Sergeant
Hartman in which Vietnam War Film?

 The bible used by Barack Obama at his swearing in as the 46th President
had last been used at which other President's inauguration?

 Using T-Discs, which 'Hot Beverage System' is a single-serve coffee machine that was
first introduced in France in 2004? The original machines were made by Saeco?

 It can also be found in the Shar Pei, but a blue/black tongue is most
characteristic of which Dog Breed?

 In which war was the last shot fired on 22 June 1865?

 Anaconda, Guillotine, Peruvian Necktie and Rear-Naked are types of which
martial arts submission hold?

 Judge (Joseph) Dredd made his first every appearance in the second issue
of which British comic in 1977?

 'Hello, my name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die' is a much-
repeated quote, spoken by Mandy Patinkin in which film?

 A nine-foot-high bronze statue of which comedian was unveiled in his
home town of Caerphilly by Sir Anthony Hopkins, a big fan?

 Which criminals, the so-called Resurrection Men, are thought to have supplied Dr
Robert Knox with at least 17 bodies for anatomical dissection?
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Martin Luther (1483-1546)

Chase a chicken through the streets naked

The Black Death

She was Kleptomaniac

He was convinced that he was made of Glass and the vibration would cause him to shatter

Warlock

Worcestershire

Work

World's Strongest Man

Wigan Pier

False Withers

Windows Westminster Abbey

Franklin D. Roosevelt Wednesday

A Peasant Winnie Mandela

His Horse All answers start with a 'W'

Coyote Full Metal Jacket

Bullfrog Abraham Lincoln

Pelican Tassimo

Seal Chow Chow

Falcon American Civil War

Duck Choke

Parr 2000 AD

Gills The Princess Bride

Jellyfish Tommy Cooper

Firefly Burke and Hare (both William)

 What is a male witch called?

 Which English cricket county's badge features three pears?

 If you are Ergophobic, what are you afraid of?

 What, in sporting terms does WSM stand for?

 Which pier features in a George Orwell book title?

 What is the ridge between the shoulder blades of a horse called?

 Where in London is Poets Corner?

 On which day of the week did Solomon Grundy get married?

 Which ex-wife of a President was sentenced to jail in 2003?

 What is the connection between all of the answers in this round?

 Which wild dog of Central and North America is also known as a prairie wolf?

 Which large American frog can jump up to 6 feet?

 Which large water bird has a pouch underneath its long bill in which it stores fish?

 The Sea Elephant is the largest of what type of creature?

 The peregrine is a type of which bird?

 What bird is a merganser a type of?

 What are Salmon called during the first two years of their life?

 What are the main respiratory organs of fishes and many aquatic animals?

 What type of creature is a Portuguese man-of-war?

 Which nocturnal beetle is also known as the 'glow-worm' or 'lightning bug'?

 Whose fate was determined by a Diet of Worms?

 In medieval France, what was a woman who had committed adultery
sometimes required to do by way of punishment?

 The nursery rhyme 'Ring a Ring o' Roses' refers to which historic event?

 What trait distinguished Queen Mary, consort of King George V of Great Britain?

 Why was King Charles VI of France terrified of travelling by Coach?

 True or False? The American Civil War got its name because the two sides
were extremely polite to each other?

 In the Defenestration of Prague in 1618, what were people thrown out of?

 Of which US President did HL Mencken say 'If he became convinced tomorrow that coming out for cannibalism would get
him the votes he sorely needs, he would begin fattening a missionary in theWhite House backyard comeWednesday'?

 What did Mad King Otto of Bavaria like to shoot every morning before
breakfast?

 Whom did the Roman Emperor Caligula try to make a consul, to the
surprise of many?

 The former army drill instructor R. Lee Ermey played Gunnery Sergeant
Hartman in which Vietnam War Film?

 The bible used by Barack Obama at his swearing in as the 46th President
had last been used at which other President's inauguration?

 Using T-Discs, which 'Hot Beverage System' is a single-serve coffee machine that was
first introduced in France in 2004? The original machines were made by Saeco?

 It can also be found in the Shar Pei, but a blue/black tongue is most
characteristic of which Dog Breed?

 In which war was the last shot fired on 22 June 1865?

 Anaconda, Guillotine, Peruvian Necktie and Rear-Naked are types of which
martial arts submission hold?

 Judge (Joseph) Dredd made his first every appearance in the second issue
of which British comic in 1977?

 'Hello, my name is Inigo Montoya. You killed my father. Prepare to die' is a much-
repeated quote, spoken by Mandy Patinkin in which film?

 A nine-foot-high bronze statue of which comedian was unveiled in his
home town of Caerphilly by Sir Anthony Hopkins, a big fan?

 Which criminals, the so-called Resurrection Men, are thought to have supplied Dr
Robert Knox with at least 17 bodies for anatomical dissection?


